
From: Breslin, Michael  

Sent: 28 April 2015 06:40 
To: Loudon, Sally 

Cc: Dance, Vivien; Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick 
Subject: service choices project board 

Importance: High 
  

Sally, I’d like to know what is going on with the above please: 

  

         I wasn’t asked if I wanted to be considered as a member of this nor, as far as I 

know, were Cllrs Dance and Marshall. Why was this please? 

         There has been no notice by email of the meeting which I understand is today. I 

only knew about the meeting because Steve Barrett happened to mention it in an 

email when I asked some questions of him. Do the normal rules about notice of 

council meetings not apply to this? If no,  what rules do apply? 

         Some person unknown in governance and law told Steve not to give me the 

breakdown I asked for of the £52.5m that we were told at P&R was exempt 

from the service choices programme. The £52.5m was in the public papers for 

the P&R meeting on 2 April so why was the detail withheld? 

         I eventually got the details I’d asked for on Wednesday last week but when I 

realised that the normal email calling the meeting had not appeared, I asked 

Steve yesterday what other papers had been sent out. He hasn’t replied as yet. 

  

There appears to be a serious issue over governance here Sally. It’s bad enough that 12 

out of 36  members of the council are charged with identifying what’s to be done about 

the cuts and that all councillors will only get a seminar, if they’re lucky, prior to a final 

decision being made. 

  

But for the 12 unknown people on this project board to meet without other councillors 

being told, and not being allowed access to the papers, and not knowing if they can 

therefore attend or not, is outrageous. What kind of way is this for a council to 

operate? 

  

Can you explain please by return. 

  

Thank you 
 

 
From: Dance, Vivien  

Sent: 28 April 2015 09:38 
To: Breslin, Michael; Loudon, Sally 

Cc: Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick 
Subject: RE: service choices project board [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 
  

Classification: NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED 

Good morning Sally and colleagues, 
  



Michael raises the point that you and I discussed on Friday afternoon Sally at our meeting  in respect 
of those members who are the opposition, ie those not in the administration or the SNP group and 
their participation in the scrutiny and governance process.   My understanding was that you were to 
discuss the Leader of the Council (as stated in the Constitution) and Leader of the Opposition roles 
on Monday with both Sandy and Dick, wonder if  you would now be in a position to let me know the 
outcome of those discussions.   
  
Regards, 
  
Vivien 
 

 
From: Breslin, Michael  

Sent: 27 April 2015 13:27 
To: Barrett, Steve 

Subject: RE: service choices [OFFICIAL] [OFFICIAL-SENSITIVE] 
  

Steve, are there any other papers for tomorrow’s meeting of the project board or are 

they looking at what was issued to P&R at the start of the month? 

  

 Michael Breslin 

Independent Councillor, Ward 7 Dunoon 
 

 

From: Breslin, Michael  
Sent: 28 April 2015 09:42 

To: Dance, Vivien; Loudon, Sally 
Cc: Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick 

Subject: RE: service choices project board [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 
  

Steve has just replied as follows so this again begs the question about why these were 

no distributed and the meeting notified in the normal way. Is this meeting a competent 

one given this? 

  

Regards 

   
Hi Cllr Breslin, 
There will be other papers including below.  These are distributed via the Executive Director of 
Customer Services team who organise the papers for meetings. 
Regards 
  
Steve 
  
 

From: Breslin, Michael  
Sent: 06 May 2015 06:23 

To: Dance, Vivien; Loudon, Sally 

Cc: Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick 
Subject: RE: service choices project board [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 

Importance: High 
  

Can we please have a reply? 



  

Here we have a group that is discussing the most serious matters the council faces but 

it’s not properly convened, or so it appears, and more than a week later no minutes have 

been issued. Despite asking for a reply by return on the 28th of April, I don’t even get 

an acknowledgement. 

  

All we had was an email from the council leader the day after the meeting that didn’t 

tell us very much other than the composition of the project board. 

  

Can we have a reply today please? 

  

Thank you 

  
Michael Breslin 

Independent Councillor, Ward 7 Dunoon 

  
 

From: Breslin, Michael  
Sent: 06 May 2015 07:16 

To: Dance, Vivien; Loudon, Sally 
Cc: Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick 

Subject: RE: service choices project board [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 
  

I have spent the last half hour having a look at the constitution and I suspect I now 

know why we’ve not had a reply. Please note: 

  

         There is no mention of project boards in the constitution so are they a 

legitimate and constitutional way of handling such a major subject as the largest 

cuts in the council’s history? 

         Let’s assume, though, that technically they are sub-committees. I know from Mr 

Hendry on another subject that it’s only the council that can agree to create sub 

committees so why was the P&R committee allowed to create the project board? 

         Let’s further assume that P&R is able to create a sub-committee even though it 

apparently can’t do that. The constitution states that: (4) A Council, 

Committee, Sub-committee, or Short Life Working Group meeting will be 
conducted in accordance with the Council’s Standing Orders for Meetings. 

  

I don’t need to waste everyone’s time going through the standing orders for meetings 

but this particular meeting has broken every one that applies. 

  

It seems to me to the project board is not a formal meeting of this council in any 

sense, but an informal group that has no powers and certainly none that enable it to 

deal with such an important subject. I am happy to be advised otherwise of course and 

I’d like to be so advised today at the latest please. 

  

Regards 

  



Michael Breslin 

Independent Councillor, Ward 7 Dunoon 
 

 
From: Brown, Jillian On Behalf Of Loudon, Sally 

Sent: 06 May 2015 16:44 

To: Breslin, Michael 
Subject: RE: service choices project board [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 
  

Classification: NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED 

Michael 
  
Thank you for your email below, which follows on from your previous communications of 28th 
April.  I note your comment that you “suspect (you) now know why we’ve not had a reply” and 
regret the slight delay in getting back to you, but know that you will appreciate things are 
particularly busy at the moment, with the upcoming General Election.   
  
The Policy and Resources Committee, on 2nd April, took a decision which is clear in its terms, and 
includes the setting up of a Project Board which is not a committee, sub-committee or Short Life 
Working Group, and which has no executive powers.  It was competent to do this.   
  
The Working Group is one element of the strategy which has been adopted to look at Service 
Choices.  Other elements include a workshop, or workshops, for all Councillors, wider public 
consultation etc etc.  Formal decisions will be taken by the Policy and Resources Committee, and by 
the Council in June, and in October – again this is clear from the minute of the meeting of 2nd April.   
  
With regards to the membership of the Project Board, this is clearly political in nature.  The 
Administration identified 8 members, and the Leader of the SNP Group put forward 4.   
  
You make reference to contact between yourself and the interim Head of Strategic Finance, Steve 
Barrett.  I have made enquiries in this regard, and understand that you contacted Steve with a 
request for information.  He felt it appropriate to check whether the information you had requested 
could be released.  He did this with the Executive Director – Customer Services, who advised Steve 
that he would get the position checked by Governance and Law.  When confirmation was received 
from Governance and Law that there was no impediment to releasing the information, this was 
communicated to Steve, who then responded to you.   
  
I understand that the Leader of the Council’s office issued, the day after the first Project Board 
meeting on 28th April, a general update on the discussions which had taken place.  I also understand 
that the intention is for that practice to continue.   
  
I hope this is helpful in clarifying matters.  You did raise a number of relatively detailed points in 
regard to governance matters, and I would confirm that if you require further, more detailed 
comments on any of these, Douglas, as Executive Director – Customer Services, will be pleased to 
hear from you on these. 
  
Kind regards  
  
Sally  
  



 

 
From: Breslin, Michael  

Sent: 06 May 2015 16:55 
To: Loudon, Sally 

Cc: Dance, Vivien; Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick; Hendry, Douglas 

Subject: RE: service choices project board [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 
  

Thanks Sally. Much of your reply I already knew as did others. 

  

The material questions remain unanswered for the most part and these relate to the 

exact nature and position within the council structure of what you say P&R was 

competent to create. Perhaps Douglas can confirm where this power to create a body 

that doesn’t seem to have to work within standing orders  is defined. 

  

This in turn relates to how meetings are called, minutes taken and whether papers are 

available to all elected members. On that last point I already know that there were 

papers which were not made available to all elected members but the question is why. 

  

I paste below another extract from the constitution that relates to the availability of 

papers. 

  

Can Douglas now reply to the substantive issues I have raised about the status of this 

project board and the related issues of how this fits within the constitution of this 

council? 

  

Thanks 

  
(5) Councillors have an absolute right of access to meetings of the Council, and 

also to meetings of Committees and Sub-Committees in accordance with the 
detailed provisions contained elsewhere in this Constitution. They have the 
right of access to the documents, information, land and buildings that are 
owned or in the possession or control of the Council in so far as such access 

is necessary for the proper discharge of their duties as a Councillor and in 
accordance with the law. 

  
Michael Breslin 

Independent Councillor, Ward 7 Dunoon 

  
 
From: Breslin, Michael  

Sent: 07 May 2015 19:03 

To: Loudon, Sally 
Cc: Dance, Vivien; Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick; Hendry, Douglas 

Subject: RE: service choices project board [NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED] 
Importance: High 
  

Douglas, I consider this to be of the utmost importance. Can we have a reply by 1700 

tomorrow please? 



Thank you 

  
Michael Breslin 

Independent Councillor, Ward 7 Dunoon 
 
 

From: mills, susan On Behalf Of Hendry, Douglas 

Sent: 08 May 2015 08:12 
To: Breslin, Michael 

Cc: Dance, Vivien; Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick; Loudon, Sally 
Subject: RE: service choices project board [OFFICIAL] 

Classification: OFFICIAL 

Dear Councillor Breslin  
  
Thank you for your email below.   
  
Douglas was involved in election duties last night, and will therefore be out of the office today.  I can 
confirm that you will receive a response to your email in early course next week. 
  
Kindest regards  
Susie  
 

 

From: mills, susan On Behalf Of Hendry, Douglas 
Sent: 11 May 2015 17:45 

To: Breslin, Michael 
Cc: Dance, Vivien; Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick; Loudon, Sally 

Subject: FW: service choices project board [OFFICIAL] 

Classification: OFFICIAL 

Michael  
  
Further to your email of 6th May below, I confirm the following points:-  
  

1.       I confirm the Chief Executive’s advice, that it was competent for the Policy and Resources 
Committee, on 2nd April, to set up the Project Board which has been put in place 

2.       For the avoidance of any doubt, there is no particular legal significance in the term “Project 
Board”.  “Task Group” or “Working Party” could equally have been used. 

3.       What is of significance, however, is that the Group which has been put in place by Policy 
and Resources is not a Committee or Sub Committee of the Council.  To be entirely clear the 
Project Board has no decision making powers.   

4.       Given that the Project Board is not a Committee or Sub Committee of the Council, the 
extract from the Constitution which you have reproduced in your email is not relevant in 
these circumstances. 

5.       My understanding is that the Project Board’s remit is to consider how best to take forward 
Service Choices, and to produce options to be presented at a workshop for all Elected 
Members to consider.  All decisions in relation to Service Choices are, as I have noted above, 
clearly excluded from the Project Board/Members workshop, but, rather, remain with the 
Policy and Resources Committee, and ultimately the full Council.   



I hope this response is helpful in terms of clarifying the position. 
  
Regards  
Douglas  
  
 

From: Breslin, Michael  

Sent: 11 May 2015 18:22 
To: Hendry, Douglas 

Cc: Dance, Vivien; Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick; Loudon, Sally 
Subject: RE: service choices project board [OFFICIAL] 
  

Thanks Douglas. 

  

Even if what you say is correct, this is an artificial construct that is out with the 

standing orders of the council. I do not believe that is remotely right and proper. The 

fact is has no decision making powers is irrelevant. This construct removes scrutiny 

from elected members; it denies access to any papers, it produces no minutes and it 

meets in secret. On this last point Douglas, Cllr Walsh hasn’t replied so I am taking it 

as read that they have all agreed to meet in secret. 

  

This isn’t some banana republic Douglas but it seems to want to behave as one. 

  

I quote again part of the quote I used from the constitution. I am firmly of the view 

that this kind of group is unconstitutional on the simple grounds it’s not mentioned in 

the constitution and it denies me access to documents and information in a manner that 

impedes my ability to carry out my duties. 

  

Would you like to reconsider please before I place all this correspondence in the hands 

of Audit Scotland tomorrow? 

  

Thank you 

  
They have the right of access to the documents, information, land and buildings that 
are 
owned or in the possession or control of the Council in so far as such access is 
necessary for the proper discharge of their duties as a Councillor and in 
accordance with the law. 

  
Michael Breslin 

Independent Councillor, Ward 7 Dunoon 
 

 

From: mills, susan On Behalf Of Hendry, Douglas 
Sent: 14 May 2015 09:45 

To: Breslin, Michael 
Cc: Dance, Vivien; Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick; Loudon, Sally 

Subject: FW: service choices project board [OFFICIAL] 
  



Classification: OFFICIAL 

Hi Michael  
  
Thanks for your further email.   
  
I believe that the advice I offered in my email of 11th May at 17.45 is accurate, and am happy to offer 
further comments, as follows:-  
  

1.       I do not believe what I outlined is an artificial construct.  My view is that the Council 
Constitution, and in particular Standing Orders apply to meetings of the Council, Committees 
and Sub Committees, and Short Life Working Groups.  It is possible, both procedurally and 
legally, for meetings of Councillors, or Councillors and others, to take place which are out 
with the types of meetings I previously refer to, and which are clearly in scope vis-à-vis the 
Council.   

2.       You have stated your belief that the concept of meetings other than those specifically 
countenanced by the Constitution is not right and proper, and while I respect your right to 
hold that belief, I cannot agree with you.   

3.       I mentioned the fact that the Project Board had no decision making powers in my previous 
email for a particular reason.  If the Project Board had been given decision making powers, 
then my view on the competency and legality of the Project Board could well be different, 
but this is clearly not the case.   

4.       I believe there is no reason why a Council cannot create a Project Board (or Working Party, 
or whatever name might be chosen) “to have a think about the best way of doing things” 
and it seems to me that this is what has been done here.  Whatever the outcome of the 
Working  Party’s deliberations, these will be further refined by the workshop or workshops 
which is part of the Policy and Resources Committee’s decision, and which will be open to all 
Members, and that further refined product will go to the Policy and Resources Committee, 
and ultimately, to the full Council for any decisions which are formally required.   

5.       I note your use of the term “unconstitutional” in regard to the setting up of the Project 
Board, and would say that I think this is capable of more than one interpretation.  My view is 
that, as I have said above, that the decision to set up the Board is both procedurally and 
legally competent, even though it does not fall within the specific types of meeting (Council, 
Committee, Sub Committee or SLWG) specifically set out in the Constitution.   

6.       You refer to your access to documents and information, as a Councillor, and to impediments 
which restrict your ability to carry out your duties as a Councillor.  This is a concern, and I 
readily acknowledge that Councillors have wide access rights, both statutory and at common 
law, to information which they can show they reasonably require to do their job.  These 
rights of access to information are not all encompassing, and there are limits which can 
apply.   
I appreciate that this is a complex matter and, rather than try to set out all of the relevant 
factors/considerations in an email, I would confirm, if it would be helpful to you, that I would 
be happy to arrange for a discussion between us on the issues which would hopefully bring 
us towards a position of mutual understanding.  

  
I hope that this further reply is helpful and I look forward to hearing from you in regard to how you 
would want to proceed.  
  
Regards  
Douglas  
 
 



From: Breslin, Michael  

Sent: 14 May 2015 10:16 
To: Hendry, Douglas 

Cc: Dance, Vivien; Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick; Loudon, Sally 
Subject: RE: service choices project board [OFFICIAL] 
  

Thanks Douglas for this and your second email which merits a response so I have 

pasted your reply below this one with comments. 

  

I regret to say that you still fail to show me where, in the constitution, we are enabled 

to create a body that is not subject to the standing orders and which is sworn to 

secrecy. That’s my key point and I think it’s a valid one.  

  

Further, the scheme of approved duties for councillors which is the reference point for 

claiming travel expenses etc., doesn’t seem to include such a body. Any travel claims for 

attendance at these meetings are thus out of scope if I am correct. 

  

Lastly, even if I was to accept your points (which I don’t until you point me to the right 

part of the constitution that allows this) the process here is opaque if not invisible and 

is the absolute reverse of how any council in Scotland should operate. The buzz words 

of openness and transparency are the ones we ought to follow. We have an absolute 

right to see the papers and minutes, in my opinion, especially on such a key issue as this. 

  

Your 2nd email: 

  
I have sent a separate response to your previous email of Monday 11th, at 18.22pm and think that 
there is overlap between that correspondence, and this particular chain of emails.  I will try to pick 
up any further points where I think a further comment from me would be helpful, as follows:-  
  

1.       It is not the case, I think, that the Project Board which we are talking about would ignore 
the Council’s Constitution/Standing Orders.  Rather, as I have tried to explain separately, it is 
the case that the Standing Orders do not apply to Project Boards, Working Groups, Working 
Parties etc so long as they are regularly constituted.  It is my belief that this is the case in this 
instance.  Where does it say this in the constitution please Douglas? 

2.       With regard to precedent I am aware of a number of occasions when the Council took 
decisions to set up Groups which were not meetings of the Council, a Committee or Sub 
Committee, or a Short Life Working Group and which operated in the same manner as is, as I 
understand it, intended for the current Project Board.  I would be happy to discuss this 
further with you. As I said before, that doesn’t make them legitimate.   

3.       With further reference to the question of precedent, I am aware of significant judicial 
authority, which I would regard as persuasive, which supports the position I have set out in 
regard to the setting up of the Project Board – that it is competent, both procedurally and 
legally.  Again, I would be happy to have a conversation with you around this if that would 
be helpful. Let me see the reply re the constitutional position first please Douglas. 

  
Michael Breslin 

Independent Councillor, Ward 7 Dunoon 

  
 



 

From: Breslin, Michael  
Sent: 15 May 2015 06:58 

To: Hendry, Douglas 
Cc: Dance, Vivien; Marshall, Bruce; Walsh, Dick; Loudon, Sally 

Subject: RE: service choices project board [OFFICIAL] 
  

I understand Douglas that you told the P&R meeting yesterday that our ability to set 

up such a group was covered by a general power of competence. 

  

I assume you are referring to S20 in the 2003 Local Government Scotland Act which 

does indeed give wide powers to councils. However, these powers are focussed on 

allowing councils to do things that assist the well-being of the people in their area. I 

doubt very much if this remotely assists well-being and I certainly do not think S20 

was intended to allow a council to create a mechanism to bypass its own standing 

orders. 

  

Within our constitution we already have a perfect mechanism to do what this group is 

doing. These are called Short Term Working Groups. These have to operate within 

standing orders so why did Cllr Walsh not propose setting one up? (answer is below) 

  

My view is that whether this is legal or not, it’s the wrong thing to do. It’s wrong 

because Cllr Walsh chose to do it this way so that secrecy was the order of the day. 

He chose to do it this way to deny most councillors access to information and informed 

debate until it’s too late to change anything. He chose to do it this way with the 

express purpose, I suggest, of bypassing standing orders. 

  

Finally, Cllr Walsh knew that by choosing this way, he could control the process. That is 

undemocratic and wrong. I also heard that when this issue was raised by Cllr Robb 

yesterday Cllr Walsh said there was to be no debate but allowed you to say we had the 

powers. ( I had let Cllr Taylor see some of this correspondence and I assume he passed 

it on to Cllr Robb, hence the question.) 

  

Allowing one side of the argument to be made while denying debate so no counter 

argument is heard is beyond belief. It is what happens in a dictatorship or one party 

state and not what should happen in a democracy. 

  

I have a number of actions I plan to take over this and these will be put into motion 

today. 

  

Regards 
 

  
Michael Breslin 

Independent Councillor, Ward 7 Dunoon 
 


